1. What is the difference between a Witch and the Which Milo met while in prison?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Why did the Which get sent to jail?
   a. She stole words from the market.
   b. She only used words that people couldn’t understand.
   c. She became greedy with words and kept them for herself.

3. The Which’s name is ________________________________.

4. ____________________ and __________________ solved all the problems in the land.

5. What was King Azaz and the Mathemagician’s biggest, and final, fight about?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

6. What resulted from this argument, and why?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________
1. What is the difference between a Witch and the Which Milo met while in prison?

A Witch is what we picture on Halloween flying around on a broomstick. This Which was in charge of choosing which words were to be spoken and written for all occasions.

2. Why did the Which get sent to jail?
   a. She stole words from the market.
   b. She only used words that people couldn't understand.
   c. She became greedy with words and kept them for herself.
   d. She gave the words to another country.

3. The Which's name is Faintly Macabre.

4. Rhyme and Reason solved all the problems in the land.

5. What was King Azaz and the Mathemagician's biggest, and final, fight about?

   Their final fight was about whose kingdom was the greatest. King Azaz believed that words were more important than numbers making his kingdom the greatest. The Mathemagician believed that numbers were far greater than words thus making his kingdom greater.

6. What resulted from this argument, and why?

   King Azaz and the Mathemagician banished Rhyme and Reason from their kingdom because they both concluded that both words and numbers were equally important and neither king was satisfied with that answer. Thus, why neither land has any Rhyme nor Reason.
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